Hello,

Hope to contribute to this community

The biggest problem with the product, is relative lack of maintenance for existing functionality.

Lately, I attempted to upgrade from 1.7.x to 1.8.x and here is the list of my troubles:

- Webmail "send" and "forward" do not work. It was far from perfect before, now it is completely unusable.
- None of the Webmail bugs from 1.7.x are fixed
- Usage charts are not drawing. Not sure whether it needs some new library or what.
- Opendir problem had to be manually corrected in 1.7 and is still showing up (not as bad as it used to be, but has to be addressed nevertheless). Primarily in the refresh.php
- While editing Tiki pages, I found that "Allow HTML Code" option is missing on the edit page. This means that only few of my existing pages would work, and the rest will have to be rewritten. I wonder whether it is a bug or a tiki policy shift
- Games screen messed up.
- Number of themes look much worse then before
- Templated have to be recustomized

I hope to submit some of my fixes as soon as I can figure out how to do it.